For all of the interest in dynamical phase transitions (DPT), it is still not clear the meaning or prevalence of these features in higher dimensional models. In this paper, we consider DPTs for stabilizer code models and quantum quenches between these models in higher dimensions, particularly d = 2, 3. We find that for many stabilizer codes, there exists a robust DPT to thermal noise which indicates the resilience of information stored in the ground space in the context of quantum error correction. That is, the critical temperature at which the DPT is lost corresponds to the theoretical upper-bound on the decoding rate for the code. We also discuss a generalization of the Wegner duality and how it can be used to characterize DPTs and other thermal properties.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of quantum systems has historically been focused on static features such as the properties of ground states and thermal equilibrium. This has been the case in part due to the experimental limitations on studying non-equilibrium states and the overall success of non-interacting fermion theory at zero temperature in explaining material properties. However, the community focus has shifted in recent years due to advances in experimental systems such as cold-atoms, quantum dots and superconducting circuits which are capable of manipulating the dynamics of fundamentally quantum systems, and the use of these systems for quantum information processing. Further theoretical advances have also shifted attention to dynamical systems with the exploration of phenomena such as many-body localization, quantum chaos, Floquet states quantum scars, and many others. But just as with static and equilibrium properties, we look to find universal features in dynamical systems which are robust to noise and small-scale variation in the underlying models [1] . One candidate for such a characterization is the existence and form of dynamical phase transitions (DPT) [2] . These are defined as non-analytic behavior in the dynamical free energy density,
where U (t) is the unitary operator describing the time-evolution of the system and N is the number of degrees of freedom. 1 In practice, such an object * albert.schmitz@colorado.edu 1 As Tr(U (t)) can in principle be zero for nonuniversal/uninteresting reasons, we also require that a DPT be finite in the free energy density and so the non-analytic behavior occurs for the derivatives of F (t).
can be difficult to measure, so a DPT is also extended to the analogous free energy density for a quantum quench or Loschmidt echo, where Tr(U (t)) in Eq. (1) is replaced by ψ|U (t)|ψ for a state |ψ with support on a significant number of energy eigenstates. Practically, such a quantity is measured by letting the system settle into thermal equilibrium at T ≈ 0 for one Hamiltonian, H , with ground state |ψ , at which point the system is "quenched" with another Hamiltonian, H, representing the time evolution U (t) = exp(−itH). After a time t, the system is then measured in a basis for which |ψ is an eigenstate. DPTs have already been observed in experimental cold atom systems [3, 4] , spurring a great deal of interest in their theoretical study.
Theoretical study has primarily focused on onedimensional systems such as the d = 1 traversefield Ising model [2, 5] , long-range Ising chain model [6] , and random-field Ising model [7] , to name a few [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Some progress has been made for twodimensional models such as study of the "extended" toric code model [14] where on-site fields are added to the d = 2 toric code [15] in such a way that the Hamiltonian can be mapped to several copies of the d = 1 traverse-field Ising model. The only work we are aware of for higher dimensions is Ref. [16] which studies higher-dimensional fermionic models using dynamical mean-field theory. It has also been established that there is some connection between equilibrium phase transitions and DPTs [2, [8] [9] [10] , though the connection is not rigid [13] . We are unaware of any study on the thermal stability of DPTs, though the experimental results suggest they are.
In this paper, we look to study DPTs and their thermal stability for a collection of integrable models which can be described as Pauli stabilizer codes [17] . A stabilizer code is an example of a quantum error-correcting code (QECC) which is described by a set of mutually commuting, non-trivial, Pauli operators, S. Information is then stored in the subspace of the Hilbert space which is stabilized by these operators. See Ref. [18] for a review. If the stabilizers are of either X-or Z-type, but not both, then the stabilizer code is generally referred to as a Calderbank, Shor and Steane (CSS) code. Such codes also serve as exactly-solvable models for conventional topological phases such as the d = 2 toric code [19] or more exotic phases such as fracton topological phases [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Fracton models-generally in three-dimensionsare defined as containing quasi-particles with geometrically limited or absent local hopping due to a sub-extensive number of conservation laws [27] [28] [29] . See Refs. [30, 31] for a review. We show that DPTs do exist for most stabilizer codes including fractonic stabilizer models in three-dimensions. However if the code does not have a thermal phase transition, then their nature and form (in the exact stabilizer limit) cannot be distinguished from those found in the d = 1 Ising model. Moreover for CSS codes, when the Loschmidt echo initial state is a thermal product eigenstate of either all X or Z Pauli operators, the DPT is robust to thermal noise up to a certain critical temperature which corresponds to the theoretical upper bound on the decoding rate of the underlying QECC, i.e. it represents the robustness of information stored in the code space. We show this by using a generalization of the Wegner duality [32] and an abstraction of stabilizer codes to a linear gauge structure [29] . This allows us to make several generic statements that can be applied to any stabilizer code.
A. Overview of Results
The primary result of this paper is the following statement: for many stabilizer codes (specifically CSS type), any DPT in a quantum quench (Loschmidt echo) between a trivial product ground state and driven by the stabilizer code time evolution is robust to thermal noise, if there exists an ordered phase for the transpose model as defined below. 2 The critical temperature at which the DPT is lost corresponds to the critical temperature of the transpose model which, as argued in Ref. [19] and reviewed below, is an indication of the robustness of information protection in the ground space. This is irrespective of dimension, however a thermal phase transition in the transpose model generally only exists in dimensions d > 1. 2 The name "transpose" is not common in the literature and is justified by the definition below. The model is often referred to as a dual or gauge dual [25, 33, 34] , but we are avoiding this terminology to avoid confusion with the generalized Wegner dual which we also discuss below.
Some of the secondary results which lead up to this conclusion are:
• The thermal partition function for a stabilizer code at low temperature is dual to a high temperature model of its constraints, where a constraint is any product of stabilizers equal to the identity.
• The thermal model for the transpose of the stabilizer code is self-dual (in the above sense), and a phase transition in this model represents the decoding rate of the stabilizer code, i.e. characterizes how well information is protected in the ground space.
• The dynamical partition function also has a dual representation in terms of constraints which can be used to characterize DPTs.
• Stabilizer codes with only extensive or subextensive constraints have no thermal phase transition and a DPT which is equivalent to the DPT of the d = 1 Ising model; this includes most fracton stabilizer codes.
• The quantum quench (or Loschmidt echo) partition function between two stabilizer codes can also be described with a constraint-like dual.
Before discussing these results in detail, we elaborate on the abstraction of stabilizer codes to a linear gauge structure [29] as it is necessary for understanding the context and arguments for these results. Likewise, it gives a sense of how conservation laws among excitations of the stabilizer Hamiltonian-as dictated by constraints-determines the structure of both the thermal and dynamical partition functions, thus the existence of DPTs and their thermal stability.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: throughout the rest of the paper, we use the d = 2 toric code as an example to demonstrate the concepts and results as they are introduced. As such, we begin by giving a basic introduction to the d = 2 toric code. We then give an introduction to linear gauge structures as used for stabilizer codes, and the most important consequence of this, the Braiding Law for Excitations or BrLE rules. This leads naturally to a discussion of the generalized Wegner duality which when combined with the BrLE rules implies the Wegner dual for any stabilizer code is a model of its constraints. We then apply this duality to the real-time partition function from which we can imply no thermal phase transition and a DPT equivalent to the d = 1 transversefield Ising model for stabilizer code with only (sub-)extensive constraints. We show this explicitly for the simplest fracton model, the d = 2 Ising plaquette model. From there, we move on to stabilizer quantum quenches by introducing some important derived linear gauge structures, including the transpose. We discuss how the transpose how model generally contains a thermal phase transition which is indicative of the robustness of information storage of the QECC. This allows us to apply the BrLE rules and generalized Wegner dual to a quantum quench between two stabilizer codes which are described by these derived structures. This leads to our primary result regarding the thermal robustness of DPTs.
II. GENERIC PROPERTIES OF STABILIZER CODE PARTITION FUNCTIONS

A. Demonstration Example: d = 2 Toric Code
To demonstrate our general results as they are introduced, we use the d = 2 toric code as first discussed in Ref. [15] as an example throughout the next two sections. This is a CSS stabilizer code with a Hilbert space of N = 2L 2 qubits arranged on the d = 2 lattice (2-torus) such that each edge is associated to one qubit. The Hamiltonian terms are then given by,
b p = i∈p z i , where i indexes the edge qubits about the plaquette p and a v = i@v x i , where i indexes the edge qubits coordinated to the vertex v. The Hamiltonian for this model is then given by
i.e. is the sum over the projection operators on the +1 eigenstates of the stabilizers.
Where needed, we also use S X = {x i } as another stabilizer code with an analogous Hamiltonian to Eq.
(3) as the sum of projection operators onto the |+ eigenstate for each qubit.
B. Stabilizer Codes as Examples of Linear Gauge Structures
Let S be a set of mutually-commuting Pauli operators on N qubits. We can generically represent all products of these stabilizer by the set A = ℘(S) {0, 1} |S| , i.e. the power set of stabilizers which is equivalent to a binary vector space with as many bits as there are stabilizers. 3 For TC 2 , it is as if we attach a classical Ising spin to each vertex and each plaquette, and all patterns of up and down spins collectively form A T C2 . For any A ∈ A, we use A s as the bit representing the s th stabilizer andÂ s {s} as the unit vector representing stabilizer s ∈ S. We also equip this vector space with a non-degenerate binary two-form for all A, B ∈ A,
where | | is the number of elements in the set. For the binary representation, this is equivalent to the binary dot product. To relate these "virtual" spins to the actual operators they represent, we consider the map which takes a set of stabilizers (or binary vector representing it) to an operator i.e. for all A ∈ A,
To make the co-domain of this map precise, we consider the set of all products of single-qubit Pauli operators, F, modding out any phase of ±1, ±i i.e. F = x i , z i /U (1). By modding out the phase, F can be treated as a binary vector space of dimension 2N which is spanned by single-qubit X and Z Pauli operators. In this vector space, addition is given by the product of the corresponding operators, scalar multiplication is given by the power of that operator, and the zero element is the identity. However without the phase, we need some encoding of the commutation relations. As all Pauli operators either commute or anti-commute, we define another nondegenerate binary two-form λ defined for all f, g ∈ F λ(f, g) = 0 if f and g commute, 1 otherwise.
So the co-domain of φ is F and Im φ is the set of all stabilizer products. This function is also linear with respects these two binary vector spaces. For TC 2 , Im φ T C2 represents all trivially-contactable closed strings of Z operators and closed dual-lattice strings of X operators. The fact that all stabilizers are mutually commuting is now encoded in the relation
The corresponding Hamiltonian for the system is given by,
where E s > 0 and the phase of s = φ(Â s ) ∈ S is chosen such that it is Hermitian. The ground space of this Hamiltonian is then the +1 eigenstates of all the stabilizers. This is also the code space where logical information is stored in the context of QECC [18] .
To describe the excitations of this Hamiltonian, we consider acting on a ground state with any Pauli operator. This excited state is a −1 eigenstate of all stabilizers which anti-commute with that operator. So we encode these excitation patterns for any Pauli operator f ∈ F with another linear map,
Which maps into A. So Im ψ represents all realizable excitation configurations. Im ψ T C2 is given by all configurations of the vertex and plaquette virtual spins which have a even number of down spins (1 bits) due the the Z 2 charge conservation of this model. With this, we can reduce the Hamiltonian to a classical energy functional on these virtual spins such that for all J ∈ Im ψ,
The projection operator onto eigenstates with energy E S (J) is given by
The pieces, φ, ψ, ω and λ are all connected as they satisfy the conditions of a linear gauge structure as introduced in Ref. [29] . In general, a linear gauge structure consists of two vector space (for our purposes, these spaces are always binary spaces i.e. the field is F 2 ), each equipped with a two-form. The first space, (A, ω), is referred to as the potential space and the second, (F, λ), is referred to as the field space. Along with these spaces, we also have two linear maps φ : A → F and ψ : F → A, so that in total, the gauge structure is defined as GS= ((A, ω, φ), (F, λ, ψ)) which collectively satisfies the braiding relation,
That is, these functions are generalized adjoints of each other with respects to these two-forms i.e. φ = ψ † . The most important consequence of a linear gauge structure is the so-called Braiding Law for Excitations (BrLE rules), given by
where (ker φ) ⊥ω refers to the set of all A ∈ A such that ω(A, B) = 0 for all B ∈ ker φ and likewise for (Im φ) ⊥ λ using λ. These results are proven in general and for stabilizer codes in Ref. [29] . Thus we can relate all realizable excitation patterns to members of ker φ which is referred to as the constraint space. The constraint space represents all products of stabilizers which are proportional to the identity, i.e. for all C ∈ ker φ, φ(C) = 0 id. So Eq. (12a) represents a Z 2 charge conservation law as it says any excitation configuration must overlap with all constraints an even number of times. For example, ker φ TC2 is generated by two independent constraints containing all stabilizers of a given type,
So for each stabilizer type or "sector", only an even number of excitations can overlap with this global constraint an even number of times, thus enforcing global Z 2 charge conservation. However, if we alter the boundary conditions and trivialize the topology such that these constraints are lost, then we are allowed to have an odd number of excitations by extending an open string operator to annihilate an excitation at the boundary. A constraint which is lost once we change the topology of the underlying system is referred to as a topological constraint, and all other constraints are referred to as local constraints as they are often generated locally (see Ref. [29] for a rigorous distinction). The second BrLE rule, Eq. (12b) may appear more trivial. It states that the only operators which commute with all stabilizers-which includes Im φare those in ker ψ. ker ψ/Im φ then represents all operators which commute with the stabilizers, but are not stabilizers themselves. These are referred to as logical operators as they form the Pauli algebra for information encoded in the ground space in the context of QECC [18] . For TC 2 , these are the deformable Wilson loops or string operators wrapping the 2-torus.
When the stabilizer model is classical, i.e. all operators trivially commute, it is clear all the above gauge structure results still apply. However, we can avoid any notion of "quantum-ness" and represent these models in a purely classical form. This is done by replacing F with the space of physical Ising spins (so the dimension goes from 2N → N ), which is isomorphic to the space of operators which flip the spins, and as such, F plays both roles. Then λ is replaced with the binary dot product. Thus we can characterize classical model as those for which λ, i.e. the two-form for the field space, is the binary dot product, and a quantum model as one for which λ is symplectic ( λ(f, f ) = 0 for all f ∈ F).
C. Generalized Wegner Duality
To see the importance of the linear gauge structure, we discuss the primary use of the BrLE rules in the context of thermal properties of stabilizer systems. In Appendix A, we give a proof of the generalized Wegner duality as first discovered by Kramers and Wannier [35] for 2D classical Ising-like models and generalized to higher dimensions by Wegner [32] .
Let (A, ω) be a binary vector space with a nondegenerate two-form. Then for any subspace L ⊆ A, define the thermal partition function for L as
where 
where β = − ln tanh(β/2) ∼ 1/β and E is some
For the model represented by L ⊥ω , we refer to the model represented by L as the GW dual. Since the BrLE rules state Im ψ = (ker φ) ⊥ω , the thermal model representing our stabilizer code, Im ψ, is GW dual to a model for ker φ, i.e. a model of its constraints. For TC 2 , this implies the low-temperature model is GW dual to a high temperature model of two independent spins with infinite energy in the thermodynamic limit, since the binary vector of the constraints contains an extensive number of downspin (1 bit) entries. In this case, the infinite energy freezes out these constraint spins at any finite temperature and we have Z Im ψ T C 2 → Z {0,1} 2L 2 i.e. the toric code partition function converges to the trivial partition function of independent spins and contains no thermal phase transition. This is generally the case when all constraints are topological i.e. the model is trivialized by changing the boundary conditions. Topological constraints are always extensive or sub-extensive and as such represent GW dual spins with infinite energy which are then frozen out at any finite temperature. Examples for which this is true include d = 1 Ising model and the fractonic models, d = 2 Ising plaquette, d = 3 Haah's cubic code [22, 24] and the Cluster-cube model (see Ref. [26] for detailed discussion of constraints for the last two models). This implies that a necessary condition for such models to contain a phase transition is the existence of local constraints as demonstrated in the d = 2, 3 Ising models, the d = 3 Z 2 Ising gauge theory model, (so by extension the d = 3 toric code) and the d = 3 Ising plaquette model [36, 37] . However, the d = 3 fractonic model, X-cube model [25] , contains local constraint but no thermal phase transition [38] . This is a counterexample which proves local constraints alone are not sufficient for a thermal phase transition.
D. Real-time Wegner Duality and Dynamical Phase Transitions
In real-time dynamics, we define the real-time partition function as Z R (t) = Tr(U (t)) = Z(iβ). We can Wick rotate Eq. (15) to real time, but dividing by the trivial partition function is problematic as it can be zero. Instead, we write the general Wegner duality in real time as (for the E i = 1 energy functional),
where the proportionality includes an unimportant phase factor. We also use A to represent the negation of the binary vector such that 0 ↔ 1. Unlike thermal phase transitions, extensive and sub-extensive constraints do not imply the lack of a DPT, but rather are the source of many DPTs. For example, the simplest case, the d = 1 Ising model, has the real-time partition function [5] ,
where the cosine term comes from the trivial constraint and the sine term from the constraint among all Ising terms. This partition function generates a DPT in the free energy density at t n = (2n+1)π 2 , for any integer n, which is the value which minimizes the modulus of the partition function. A plot of the dynamical free energy density is shown in Fig. 2a . Importantly, this partition function only obtains a zero in the thermodynamic limit and does so at a rate of α L for some constant α = 1 √ 2 < 1. Thus the dynamical free energy density is finite at the DPT.
We now argue that the d = 1 Ising model (I1) DPT is generic for many models. In particular, any model which contains the extensive constraint-set of all stabilizers as denoted by 1 and no local constraints have a I1-type DPT. This includes all models discussed in the last section which lack a thermal phase transition. To show this, let our model contain the extensive constraint and have no local constraints. This implies the partition function can be split into
In general, any term A = 0, 1 ∈ ker φ is strictly less than either the 0 or 1 ∈ ker φ terms except at t = (2n+1)π 2 , for any integer n, at which point they are equal in magnitude. Moreover by our hypothesis that there are no local constraints, A ∼ O(L) as well as A ∼ O(L) for all A = 0, 1 ∈ ker φ. This implies that in the thermodynamic limit, all such terms are exponentially suppressed relative to Z R Ising 1
and we have our result. This result is not surprising for a model such as d = 2 toric code due to its connection the d = 1 Ising model [14] , but it is disappointing for fractonic models. One might think that because fracton constraints have non-trivial intersection by definition [29] , they might host a variety of different DPTs than that of simpler topological models. And even though this intersection does change the partition function at finite lattice sizes, all such variations are washed-out in the thermodynamic limit.
To demonstrate, we consider the simplest fractonic model, the d = 2 Ising plaquette model [39] . This is an classical model with one Ising spin per vertex of the square lattice and a stabilizer set,
where b p = σ p1 σ p2 σ p3 σ p4 . We can use the d = 1 subsystem constraints (product of stabilizers along a line) as an overly determined basis for the constraint space. We consider one of these constraints along the x-direction and one along the y-direction. The Hamming weight of this vector is nearly 2L except we are over counting at the intersection by 2. No matter where these constraints are, this intersection is always at a single plaquette, thus the actual Hamming weight is 2L − 2. So in general, if we have a constraints in the x-direction and b in the ydirection, the Hamming weight of the resulting vector, regardless of their exact position, is
The second equality shows that the Hamming weight of such a constraint has exactly the same value if we take a → (L − a), b → (L − b), which corresponds to A(a, b) + 1 . This represents the redundancy due to dependency between the d = 1 constraints. Thus we can sum over all a, b ∈ [0, L] as if they are independent, and then divide by two to account for the dependency. There is also an entropic factor of L a L b due the number of ways we can rearange these constraints. Thus we find that 5 , Fig. 2b shows a plot of the dynamical free energy density for this partition function for various lattice sizes. One can see that in spite of the structure due to the intersecting constraints, the free energy density approaches that of the d = 1 Ising model as L increases. We do note that the second derivative at the value of the DPT has a different sign than that of the d = 1 Ising model. However, it is unclear if this kind of feature can be used to detect fractonic behavior in a well-defined manner for the thermodynamic limit.
In the cases where there are local constraints, we still have that every term A = 0, 1 ∈ ker φ is less than either the 0 or 1 terms. However, these terms are not suppressed to zero in the thermodynamic limit, thus we expect a richer set of behavior for such models. We look to explore this more in future work.
III. QUANTUM QUENCH BETWEEN STABILIZER CODES
A. Derived Linear Gauge Structures
In this section, we discuss some new linear gauge structures which are derived from one or two other linear gauge structures. These are useful for discussing quantum quenches between different stabilizer codes.
Our first case of a classical model derived from a stabilizer code is the transpose gauge structure. The transpose simply reverses the roles played by the two vector spaces, i.e. GS = ((F, λ, ψ), (A, ω, φ) ), which also satisfies the braiding relation by Eq. (11). 6 To understand how this represents a classical spin model, note the interpretation of a gauge structure is that the potential space represents virtual degrees of freedom, and the field space represents physical degrees of freedom. Applying this to the transpose, each stabilizer is attach to a physical classical spin, i.e. for TC 2 our virtual vertex and plaquette spins now represent the physical degrees of freedom of the system. To construct terms in our Hamiltonian, we do the same as we did with the stabilizer code where virtual and physical degrees of freedom are related by φ. For the transpose, this connection is analogously provided by ψ. Every member of our basis for F, namely single qubit X and Z Pauli operators, now represent terms in the Hamiltonian as is given by
This again can be reduced to a classical energy functional for members of g ∈ Im φ, which by analog, represents the excitations of this model. For TC 2 , we know that single-qubit operators generate pairs of excitation, in which case for edge e, ψ(x e ) σ pe 1 σ pe 2 and ψ(z e ) σ ve 1 σ ve 2 , where σ represents the physical spins of the transpose. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 . Thus the transpose of TC 2 is two independent copies of the d = 2 Ising model [19] . That the X-generated terms and Zgenerated terms of Eq. (22) are independent is a general feature for CSS stabilizer codes. We refer to the factors of a transpose CSS model as the X-sector and Z-sector, respectively.
The transpose model has two important connections to its stabilizer code partner. In the condensed matter context, it represents the classical model which can be gauged to form the gauge theory representing the stabilizer code [25, 33, 34] . In the context of QECC, the transpose represents an important model for characterizing the protection of information in the ground space. In Ref. [19] , it is argued that a thermal phase transition in the random-bond version of the transpose model represents the theoretical upper-bound on the decoding rate, i.e. the critical temperature represents the robustness of information in the ground space. This connection is reviewed in Appendix B. The partition function of the random-bond transpose model is given by The second sum in this definition comes from the fact that the projectors of the random-bond version of Eq. (22) are allowed to be for ±1 eigenstates with a Gibbs-like probability distribution (see Appendix B for details).
As the transpose is a gauge structure, we can apply the GW duality to it as well. The relevant BrLE rule is Im φ = (ker ψ) ⊥ λ , so the GW dual of the standard transpose model (not random-bond) is a model for ker ψ ⊇ Im φ. Furthermore as ker ψ/Im φ represents logical operators, the minimum support of operators in this set defines the code distance [18] . If the code distance scales as O(L), i.e. it is a "good" code, contributions coming from ker ψ/Im φ represent infinite energy dual spins and so in the thermo-dynamic limit, the GW duality reads,
That is, the transpose model is generally GW dual to itself. This is a reflection of the fact that every stabilizer represents a constraint of the transpose model. For our example, the constraints of the d = 2 Ising model are all closed loop of edges, exactly the operators of the d = 2 toric code. Though we have only showed the GW duality for the standard version of the transpose, we show in Appendix B using similar methods that
So study of the random-bond version of the model can be reduced to study of the standard version. That any transpose of a locally generated stabilizer code is self-dual suggests that the transpose generically contains a thermal phase transition and gives insight into the robustness of information in the code space. For CSS codes, this self-duality is actually expressed as the X-sector being dual Z-sector and vis versa.
The second derived gauge structure is the composite. Suppose we have the two gauge structures, GS= ((A, ω, φ) , (F, λ, ψ) ) and GS = ((A , ω , φ ), (F, λ, ψ )) which have the same field space (live on the same qubits). We then form the composite as, GS • GS = ((A, ω, ψ φ), (A , ω , ψφ ) ), where for all A ∈ A and A ∈ A ,
which we recognize as the braiding condition for the composite. The BrLE rules are then
For stabilizer codes, composites represent classical spin models. Im ψ T C2 φ X simply represents the excitations of the Z-type stabilizers. More interestingly, consider Im ψ X φ T C2 . X-type a v operators map into Im φ X = ker ψ X so they all map to 0 under ψ X φ T C2 . On the other hand, the Z-type b p operators anticommute with the X-type operator on every edge in its support. Thus ψ X φ T C2 kills the vertex operators and maps the plaquettes to their boundary and as such, Im ψ X φ T C2 represents the same space as the X-sector of the transpose gauge structure. These properties are general for the composites between a CSS stabilizer code and either the trivial X or Z stabilizer codes. That is, Im ψ X φ and Im ψ Z φ represents the X-and Z-sectors of the transpose for φ representing a CSS code. Another way to combine two stabilizer codes with the same field space is by forming the subsystem gauge structure,
Ψ can be derived via the braid condition,
Therefore, Ψ(f ) = ψ(f ) ⊕ ψ (f ), for all f ∈ F. This immediately implies the additional BrLE rule
where we note that ker Φ represents all stabilizer products shared between the two codes. That is if
The subsystem and composite gauge structure have a useful connection to each other. Consider the set of all J ⊕ J ∈ Im Ψ such that J is constant. This is generated by all f ∈ F such that ψ(f ) = J, and any two such f 1 , f 2 are such that ψ(f 1 +f 2 ) = 0. Thus given such an f , our set is
Thus our set is an affine subspace, i.e. is a subspace shifted by the constant J and is isomorphic to a superset of Im ψ φ. 7 The name is derived from the fact that the resulting gauge structure has the from of a subsystem code [18] .
B. Quantum Quenches at Zero Temperature
Practically speaking, one can measure the realtime partition function by measuring the Loschmidt echo, ψ| exp(−iHt)|ψ , of a quantum quench. However, the starting state |ψ must be an even superposition in magnitude over all energy eigenstates. In practice, such a state can be a challenge to manage exactly. However, a quantum quench between two different stabilizer codes can achieve this for a subspace corresponding to composite and subsystem gauge structures. To show this, consider the overlap between stabilizer states of S and S , defined by 8
Tr p
where we have used Eq. (A1) from Appendix A and [] is the Iverson bracket (evaluates to 1 if the statements is true and 0 otherwise). We then apply the BrLE rule in Eq. 
One can then apply Eq.(16) to make this a sum over ker ψ φ using the BrLE rules for the composite gauge structure. So for S = S X and S = S T C2 , our quantum quench corresponds to the real-time partition function for Im ψ T C2 φ X , which as discussed before represents all b p excitations and has a I1 DPT. If we flip the roles of the stabilizers, i.e. start with a toric code grounds state and evolving using the trivial traverse-field Hamiltonian, we have the real-time partition function for Im ψ X φ T C2 which corresponds to the d = 2 Ising model, which has a different DPT [2] . This suggests a kind of cross-over between these two quenches similar to that studied in Ref. [14] .
C. Thermal Stability of the Quantum Quench for a CSS Code
As with the example, an important quench is when S = S X or S Z and S is a CSS stabilizer code which we refer to as a CSS quench. We now arrive at our primary result, a zero-temperature DPT in a CSS quench is robust to thermal noise, if the information protection of the underlying code is robust, i.e. the transpose contains a phase transition. For simplicity, let S = S X , but all analogous statements hold for S Z . We evaluate thermal stability by considering the thermal-quantum quench autocorrelator (TQQAC) defined as
where G 2 (S,S ) (t; J 1 , J 2 ) are the Green functions as defined in Appendix C for all J 1 , J 2 ∈ Im ψ . The key for a CSS quench is that we can simplify the Green functions. In general, the Green function is zero unless there exists an A ∈ A such that J 1 + J 2 = ψ φ(A). For S = S T C2 and S = S X , this implies that if we view J X 1 , J X 2 as two collections of open strings, then this requires they have the same endpoints as shown in Fig. 4 . In general for a CSS quench (S = S X ), we show in Appendix C that when this condition is satisfied,
When we apply the real-time GW duality to Z R Im ψφ X (t; A) , the extra sign in the sum only has the effect of shifting the sum in Eq. (16) to an affine subspace so that
Note that here we have a similar situation as the discussion around DPT's. In cases where 0, 1 ∈ ker ψφ , i.e. for a I1 DPT, Z R Im ψφ (t; A) is largest for all t = t n when A ∈ ker ψ φ. Because of this, we can characterize Z R Im ψφ (t; A) as a local quantity in the following way: for A = 0 (equivalent to all spins up in the transpose model) Z R Im ψφ (t; 0) = Z R Im ψφ (t), i.e. it takes on the zero-temperature value, and |Z R Im ψφ (t; A)| 2 ∼ α(t) A for some α(t) < 1, i.e. it's value falls of exponentially with the size of A.
Using this form of the Green functions, we can shift the sum to find 
So the TQQAC is a weighed sum over Green functions, with a Boltzmann weight as given by the set A X + Im ψ X φ. As Im ψ X φ always represents the X-sector of the transpose of our CSS code, we have the relation
That is, the normalized TQQAC is the expectation value of the Green functions in the X-sector transpose model of our CSS code. In general, we expect the transpose thermal model in either the X or Z sector to have an ordered phase at temperatures below the critical temperature as determined by the theoretical decoding rate of the stabilizer code. Therefore, any DPT in the zero-temperature Green function is robust below this critical temperature, if such a critical temperature exists. Moreover, we can see that for t = t n , i.e. at the time of a DPT, all Green functions become equal and Y 2 (S,S ) (t n , β) ∝ Z GS X (β). So we can use the height of the DPT as a function of temperature for a CSS quench to extract the transpose GS free energy density.
Clearly thermal stability holds for a CSS quench of our d = 2 toric code example. And even though the d = 3 fractonic models, X-cube, Haah's cubic code, and cluster-cube only contain I1-type DPTs in either sector, these should all be robust to thermal noise for a CSS quench. For example, the X-sector transpose of the X-cube model (cube excitations; see Refs [25, 40] ) is the d = 3 Ising plaquette model which as previously discussed has a thermal phase transition.
Note if we exchange the roles of the two stabilizer codes, we should generally expect any DPT to be lost when the X (Z)-sector of the stabilizer code for S does not contain a thermal phase transition. This is the case for d = 2 toric code, but is not the case for some examples, namely the X-sector of the d = 3 toric code which is equivalent to d = 3 Ising gauge theory.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have discussed the general theory of DPTs for stabilizer codes, and established a connection between the properties of the QECC and the thermal stability of DPTs. In particular, we show a thermal-quantum quench between a product thermal state and a CSS stabilizer code demonstrates a robust DPT up to the critical temperature corresponding to the resilience of information in the code space in dimensions d > 1. We also show a connection between DPTs and a thermal phase transitions in these models by demonstrating that generally, stabilizer models without a thermal phase transition have a DPT which is indistinguishable from that of the d = 1 Ising model. This includes many threedimensional fracton models. This work opens up many possible avenues of further study. The simplest is a characterization of DPTs for models with local constraints i.e. those which are distinct from the d = 1 Ising model. This could lead to a better understanding of the connection between DPTs and thermal phase transitions. Another possibility is to consider more exotic quenches between different stabilizer codes in search of different classes of DPTs. For example, the results of Ref. [26] could be used to devise quenches which result in a partition function of fractonic loops in three-dimensions. The natural question then arises if the fractonic nature of these loops results in DPTs which are qualitatively distinct from that of the d = 3 Ising gauge theory which contains freely deformable loops. We also look to use a similar formalism to explore the robustness of DPTs when perturbed beyond the stabilizer code limit. We look to explore all this is future work.
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Appendix A: Proof of the Generalized Wegner Duality
In this Appendix, we look to prove Theorem 1. These results generalize those of Ref. [32] by abstracting away any notion of a lattice or spin model to that of the space (A, ω) , and generalizing the nondegenerate two-form ω beyond just the binary dotproduct. To be clear, non-degeneracy is the property that for any A ∈ A, if ω(A, B) = 0 for all B ∈ A, then A = 0, which can also be stated as A ⊥ω = {0}.
For the space (A, ω), we draw on results from Ref. [41] which finds that any non-degenerate twoform is isomorphically equivalent to any other. That is, for any two non-degenerate forms ω and ω on the same space A, there exists an automorphism, 
(A2)
We can preform the sum over A which factors due to the linearity of E and ω. Let α be the automorphism which takes ω to the binary dot product, so that
For each factor as indexed by i, we can factor out 1 + exp − β 2 E i , which collectively forms Z A (β; E). Then define β = − ln tanh β . We thus recognize
.
(B3)
In the thermodynamic limit i.e. the idealized limit of the code, if f is of finite size, then this probability is always 1 as the only difference between the top and bottom sum is the terms coming from the logical operators, and in that case, they represent infinite energy. However, this does not tell us at what temperature f is likely to be of finite size. To answer this, we consider the partition function of Eq. 23 which is a weighed sum of the numerator in Eq. (B3). A local order parameter for this model is represented by the expectation value of the "field" or the average value of the spins representing the eigenvalue of a given stabilizer. If there is an ordered phase, the spin is on average more likely to be pointing up (be measured with a +1 eigenvalue), and as we know from renormalization arguments, downward spins tend to clump in local configurations. Thus most spins are pointing up and those which are not form local patterns. This implies we are far more likely to find that f in the above expression is of finite support and we decode with asymptotically perfect precision. In the disordered phase, every spin is as likely to be up as down and all sense of locality of such configurations is lost. Thus f in the above is just as likely to be finite as it is to not be finite and the probability of correctly decoding goes as roughly 1 4 d , where d is the number of logical qubits in the code. Thus, a phase transition in the transpose spin model represents an upper bound on the rate of error one can tolerate and still decode, where the relation between the probability and critical temperature is given by equation (B2).
To be clear, Eq. (23) is a random-bond version of the transpose model in the sense that the Hamiltonian of Eq. (22) is altered by allowing the sign of the projections to be either ± with some probability. For a fixed instance of a random-bond Hamiltonian, we can represent the energy functional of this Hamiltonian by forming a constant vector f ∈ F with a 1 for every term with a + and a 0 for every term with a −. Then the energy functional for this instance is parameterized by f and give by E f (g) = f + g . Eq. (23) then weights the partition functions of each specific Hamiltonian instance with a probability factor ∝ exp(−β f ).
We 
using the same methods as used in Appendix A. Finally for good codes with a code distance that scales as O(L), Z ker ψ (2β ) → Z Im φ (2β ) in the thermodynamic limit. 
Just as with Eq. (30), the operator inside the trace must be the identity to be non-zero, but we also have to consider the phase generated by the commutation of operators. So in total, the following must be true for the trace to be non-zero: 
For the sums over A and A , we have 
To evaluate the final sum, let C ∈ A be any vector such that ψφ (C ) = J 1 + J 2 . If no such C exists, then the sum is zero. Now all other A ∈ A for which ψφ (A ) = J 1 + J 2 are such that ψφ (A + C ) = 0. Thus the sum is over the equivalence class A /(ker ψφ ) [C ] = C + ker ψφ . So we shift the sum by C so that
